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nordic passion IN VAL DI FIEMME (I)
FIS NORDIC COMBINED WC IN 60 DAYS

FIS Nordic Combined World Cup to land in Val di Fiemme next January
World's best athletes to gather in Italy from 13 to 15 January 
World Cup series to start off in Ruka (FIN) on 26 November
Italian venues to dress up in their best outfit


Snow cannons started to whiten the Ski Jumping stadium in Predazzo. In 60 days, World's best Nordic Combined specialists will come over to Val di Fiemme for the three-day long event scheduled from 13 to 15 January 2017, and the World Cup will once again be served in Italy's so-called 'Cradle of Nordic Sports'.
Finland's ski resort of Ruka will house the first World Cup races next 26 and 27 November and from that point Nordic Sports' lovers will follow their champions all the way through Europe and Asia, race after race, until the end of the 2016/2017 season. Germany's ski athlete of the year Eric Frenzel will once again represent the man to beat, after four world titles he has won in a row.
In about two months, both SJ and XC stadiums in Val di Fiemme will be dressing up in their best white outfit and two Individual Gundersen plus a Team Sprint races will be served during the three days of WC event. Moreover, the Nordic Ski Fiemme OC is also serving delicious options that everyone may taste along with the competitions. During the three morning jumps, croissants and cappuccinos will be available inside the Predazzo SJ arena and the event has been called ‘Jump in the Breakfast’. 
Each stadium capacity is more than 10,000 spectators, it is needless to say that everybody will be more than welcome to join the FIS Nordic Combined World Cup in Val di Fiemme from 13 to 15 January. In addition to this, Nordic Sports' lovers might also take part into the FIS Tour de Ski final legs scheduled one week ahead on the Italian Dolomites.
Info: www.fiemmeworldcup.com



